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INTRODUCTION TO WRITING EXERCISES

East is East: Introduction to Writing Exercises
Ayub Khan Din’s seminal play, East is East, is one of the finest British plays of the last
50 years, but it was his very first and he almost didn’t write it at all.
‘I didn't consider myself to be anything like a writer. In fact, I'd only very recently given
up my career as a hairdresser to become an actor… Even then it was only with a fair
bit of encouragement (well, pushing) from friends that it happened at all… The first
draft came incredibly quickly: there's writing what you know and there's writing what
you've known your whole life. The play was entirely autobiographical: my dad was a
Pakistani chip-shop owner, my mum a Roman Catholic born in England. There were
10 of us kids (although we're amalgamated down to six in the play), and we were as
scrappy and defiant as the play shows, but we were all terrified of my father.’ 1
To write so powerfully from lived experience, how might you begin? The foundations of
great drama are all around us and in our memories – we invite you to put pen to paper
and explore telling a story that only you could.
‘To have that whole world that you’ve created being appreciated, and an audience
finding things within it that mean something to them – there’s no greater buzz than
that. It’s absolutely fantastic.’ 2
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Ayub writing for The Guardian in 2009. Full piece: https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2009/oct/21/east-is-east-ayub-khan-din
Ayub talking to Birmingham Rep’s Creative Learning team about his process in September 2021

Activity One: List Writing
Writing a list is a really simple way of beginning to write anything in your head.
Sometimes these lists can provide us with thoughts or memories that interest
us, that we can then use as a starting point for a longer piece of writing.
Here are four lists to write with just a couple of rules:
•

Take a full five minutes to write each list

•

You mustn’t stop writing. Even if you end up writing the same word
again and again, keep writing

1. Things I’ve done in the last 48 hours
2. Things I can see, hear and smell right now
3. Questions in my mind – either as big as ‘what is the meaning of
life?’ or as small as ‘I wonder what I’ll eat for dinner?’
4. Things in my life that have changed me or my view on the world
Remember not to think too much. Just keep writing for the full five minutes for
each list.
‘Initially it was just me trying to remember certain events that had happened.’

3

Once you have four lists you can start to look for things that resonate, set
yourself more list-writing challenges, or read them to someone else – something
that seems uninteresting to you might really intrigue someone else.
3
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Activity Two: Describe your favourite place
East is East presents a powerful sense of time and place, based on Ayub’s own
memory of 1970s Salford. For the next exercise you are going to hone in on a
clear and detailed setting that you know very well.
Take 10 minutes to describe your favourite place. You can write this as a
paragraph or just as words/short sentences. Think about how you feel in this
place, what you can see, what you can hear, what you can smell, what you can
touch. Describe the memories this place evokes.
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Once you have described this place, think about stories that might happen here,
the people we might meet and their relationships/interactions with each other. It
may provide you with the setting for an exciting drama.

Activity Three: The Monologue
‘If I’ve got an idea for a play, it’s usually because a really strong character has
initiated that idea. So what I tend to do is write a monologue for that person.
It’s amazing the stuff that comes out of that – nothing specific, just a rambling
statement.’ 4
Do you hear a strong voice in your head? Someone you know is at the heart of a
great story? Let them ramble – tell us who they are, tell us about the people they
know and how they feel about them. This might reveal who else features in their
play. Tell us what concerns them, what makes them angry, what they love – it
might reveal the key situations and events, the important themes in the play and
the key conflicts.
4

Activity Five: Exploring inner and outer worlds
Draw an outline of a figure as big as you can on a piece of A4. This
figure will become your character template.
Within the figure list the things that make them who they are.
Alternatively, if you are writing from your own personal experience, list
the things that make you who you are.
It might help to consider the identity wheel below. Things inside the
wheel are visible aspects, things on the outer ring are invisible.
Which things are key to who they/you are?
Now, around the outside of your drawn figure write down things about:
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1. The environment – where they are
WORK
EXPERIENCE

Activity Four: 1-10-1
Writing realistic dialogue is helped by listening to conversations all around you,
picking up how a range of people talk to write different voices. The humour in
East is East is created by short and punchy exchanges between people with
very different attitudes, opinions and experiences. This next activity will help you
with writing for comedy.
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Then you can develop what you’ve written: name your characters, think of an
interesting back story, change their objectives, add to their dialogue. This starting
point is a great way to force instant drama with quick, tense scenes.
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Now you are going to write a short exchange between these people using the
‘1-10-1’ structure. The first character speaks, but can only say one word:

This goes on until Character 2 reaches ten words. It then goes in reverse so
Character 1 will then have nine words, Character 2 eight words and so on all the
way to finishing with one word again. You are welcome to use abbreviated words,
e.g. ‘you are’ counts as just one if you write ‘you’re’ and you can also break off a
longer thought using an interruption dash (–) as above.
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Imagine a confrontation between two people. They have contrasting objectives
– for example, perhaps one wants to steal something and the other doesn’t want
them to. Any source of tension you can think of will do.

Character 1: Stop.
Character 2 then speaks, but can only say two words:
Character 2: Can’t you –
Character 1 then has three words:
Character 1: Stop! Just listen.
Character 2 then four words:
Character 2: Why? You’re an idiot.
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2. When will the story take place
– what year/season, etc.
3. Who else is significant to them
– their relationships, e.g. 		
friends, family, etc.
4. Events – what could be 			
happening that’s significant to
the story? These should be a
mix of personal events (social),
and events in the wider world
(e.g. political/global happenings)

For example, in East is East there is a key resonance between George Khan’s
identity and global events in the connection between Enoch Powell’s hate speech
in the UK, the ongoing Bangladeshi War of Independence, and his own inner
turmoil and feeling of alienation that becomes a dramatic motor for the play.
‘Enoch Powell was always being thrown in my face as a child, and the whole
Bangladesh War of Independence had a big effect on our household, because
what happened in the house always revolved around the TV news. In a way, it
was almost as if the disintegration of Pakistan was happening in our house at
the same time.’ 5
Now, take a look at the mix of all personal (internal) and societal (external)
factors. Are there any interesting parallels/contrasts between the inner and outer
life of the character? Look for metaphor between external events and internal
struggle, something that will turn a personal story into a universal one.
Ayub writing for The Guardian in 2009. Full piece:
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2009/oct/21/east-is-east-ayub-khan-din
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Activity Six: Writing a crescendo
(what does it all build up to?)
The climax of East is East (spoiler alert!) is triggered when Saleem drops his
sculpture of a vagina into Mr Shah's lap. This is about the worst possible thing
that could happen for George Khan – it shatters any hope of the Shah-Khan
marriages – and symbolises the battle between traditional expectations and his
children’s own aspirations. In the most shocking way imaginable.
Sometimes starting with the ending can give a clear sense of structure for
the rest of a play, and considering the worst possible circumstances for your
characters to encounter is a good way to ensure your drama will go with a bang.
Think about the worst thing that’s happened to you or someone you know. It
might be the most embarrassing, the most tragic, the most hilarious… as long as
the stakes are high.
Taking this starting point from experience, now think about what else could
plausibly go wrong for a character. How could you add to the difficulty and
drama? How can you raise the stakes? What could happen to make this
situation even more awful?
Mixed emotions will help. How would the different people around them react?
You could even experiment with who is telling the story or which perspective the
audience experience it from. Keep in mind a balance between sympathy for the
characters and making them suffer.
This scenario will take the characters out of their comfort zone and really reveal
who they are under pressure.

What next?
If you are a young person interested in playwriting, applications to the National
Theatre’s Writing for Theatre Course are open until 20th October.
SIGN UP HERE
This FREE course for 16–21-year-olds will be delivered online via Zoom.
This course is for those with big ideas and a passion for writing. You might be
totally new to theatre or wanting to try a new skill in an industry you already love.
Find out more here
If you are a school, you can find out more about New Views - the National Theatre's
playwriting programme for students in secondary schools and FE colleges. New
Views includes teacher training, a professional mentor playwright, and the chance
for one student to have their play produced at the National Theatre.
Find out more here

